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News keeps us updated with the most recent and current affairs and events that are taking place all
across the world. Today news has become a very hot well known and popular source of
communication.  It keeps you posted with about the latest, recent and current news. Thus we are
familiar with what is happening around us and across the city; in the state and in the whole country
thanks to the news.

The news that has the latest news related to the events of a particular state is referred to as state
news. State news keeps you updated with all the issues of matters of concern of every state. There
are different TV news channels in every state. For instance in Maharashtra, along with Maharashtra
news; Punjab news, Gujarat news, Orissa news, Bengal news, etc is also aired. This helps in
educating people with the most recent events of not only our state but also of other states of the
entire nation.

State news generates a feeling of unity among the people. It keeps you updated with the latest state
news of India which helps in interaction among the people as they discuss these issues in their
particular local areas. People of similar views come together to support an issue or to oppose an
issue be it a matter of concern in their state or some other state. Thus, the latest state news is
bringing the people of the nation closer to each other. The newspapers have a separate section
especially reserved only for state news updates.

State news channels have their own news websites where in they provide the very recently
occurred latest state news at a faster rate. Online news is a very convenient and time saving
method. There is a facility for you to subscribe to state news alerts on your mobile phones as well.
This is made available to you anywhere and at anytime i.e. you can subscribe to Punjab news/
Bengal news/ Delhi news alerts even though you stay in Maharashtra and so is it vice versa.

State news of India has made it very easy and convenient for people to get updates about their
hometown and making them feel as if they are still there with their family. Thus, Bihar news has
narrowed the gaps between people and their closed ones even though they are divided by the
boundaries of the states.
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